






Freelance Marketplace

 
 Husky is a freelance platform builder where

For customers, it provides an idea of what best the

 

      businesses and independent professionals connect
      and collaborate remotely.
 

     sector has to offer where everyone competes to
     provides their services at the best prices.



Build your Freelance Marketplace

Husky is a customized freelance platform builder that
offers the immense connectivity of an employer to the
worldwide talent and vice-versa. Apart from it, there are
other rationales that make it a smart choice as a micro job
marketplace builder.

You can build a custom- based freelancer platform for
online tutors, web designers, developers and many more.

 

 
 



Custom Search
Get the exact filtered merchants to bid, for your requirements
posted through our matching algorithm
 
Bidding Strategy
Empower your customers to get a wide range of bids from the
merchants on their posted projects.
 
Easy Payments
Features of Tip and Taxes with integrated stripe and other online
payment methods
 
Real-time Chat
Customers can chat with merchants, before accepting/rejecting
quoted bids.
 

Dynamic Websites and Apps



Dynamic Themes
Select attractive themes for your marketplace and customize
them according to your requirement.
 
Commissions and Settlements
On-platform settlement of merchants based on pre-defined
commission.
 
Seller Management
Manage your sellers, their payouts, and marketplace settings via
purpose-built admin system.
 
Project Categorization
Admin will get a filtered view to the projects posted by the
customers on the basis of their requirements.
 

Powerful Admin Dashboard



Integrated Chat Support

Collaborate easily with freelancers to evaluate and choose the
right person.
 
Track your project milestones in real-time to ensure completion
of work.
 
Customers can chat with merchants, before accepting/rejecting
quoted bids.
 



What makes Husky Freelancer Unique

Dynamic

Templates

Selection on

Bidding

Customizable Themes

Simple to Customize

Highly 

Scalable



Where Husky Fits?

Upwork-like platform
Platforms for 
competitive biding

Choose the best
proposals among
many

For ratings and 
reviews based
selection



Powerful Features

Fully

Customizable

Fully

Responsive

Multi/Any

Language

Catalogue 

Management

Global 

Payments

Social Login

Real Time Chat

   

 Ratings &

 Reviews

Private

 Marketplace



Payments

Award and pay made easier with  integrated
global payment 
Systems Choose from Husky inbuilt payment
system to allow customers and freelancers
pay and receive money
 
Multilingual support
Nothing stops us to connect with you, even
our language. Yelo can function in multiple
languages despite your geography. 50+
languages supported.




